
RELATING is certainly the most attractive as well as the
most challenging aspect in life. It begins  as soon as we
step out of our door – with the neighbour we bump into
walking down the stairs, the cashier at the supermarket,
the colleague at work, the friend, the child, the
mother/father and of course, most of all, with the
husband/wife/boyfriend/girlfriend.

While the Human Design Knowledge sounds interesting
and obvious when we hear about it in the classroom, it
might not be so easy to actually live it in everyday life.

Zitat von Aviram,
Teilnehmerin und
Organisatorin früherer
Kurse: „In Kursen mit
Nisarg habe ich jedes Mal
erneut erleben können,
wie ich in der Tat den
Kern meines Wesens
wieder entdecken, wie ich
den Zugang zu mir finden
kann und wie gut es tut,
mich darin bestärkt zu
fühlen, ich selbst anstatt
angepasst zu sein.“

Auf Basis des Human Design Systems
das eine Synthese neuester wissen-
schaftlicher Erkenntnisse der Physik und
Genetik als auch der althergebrachten
Weisheit der Astrologie, des I Ging, der
Kaballah und des Indischen Chakra
Systems ist.

Relating on Holiday
A 'Living Your Human Design' Experiment on the beautiful island of Corfu
with Nisarg B. Nikiel

My vision for this week is to energetically play with the tools the Human Design System offers to find out if they really
deliver what we have come to discover either in a personal reading or during the theoretical classroom teachings.

We will meet every morning for a minimum of 3 hours in the luminous grouproom or garden at Nikos Apartments. It
provides plenty of space and the right atmosphere for Exercises, Experiments, Meditations and Sharings designed to
respectfully support  every participants individual process of connecting more deeply with themselves and others.

And of course, the island of Corfu offers the perfect conditions for an easy, pleasurable and joyful holiday: Delicious
Greek food and wine, our own swimming pool, walking distance to the
blue sea, romantic sunset dinners, Greek dance performances and, and,
and…

"If you allow someone to be who they are and they allow you to be
who you are, then that's love. Anything else is torture." [Ra Uru Hu]

Corfu
June 20-27,2017



„Relating on
Holiday on Corfu“
with Nisarg B. Nikiel

When? June/20-27,2017.

For Whom? This invitation is for
those of you who have been in
contact with the Human Design
System - from having had a reading to being a student or maybe
even a teacher.
Do you feel like joining me in Corfu and grasping the opportunity to
experience the practical simplicity of this revolutionary and
fascinating knowledge? Is this an invitation you can joyfully say yes
to? Are you open for a surprise? I am…

Cost? 645 Euro plus food and accomodation.
Early booking tariff with binding booking and 100 euro down
payment until May 8, 2017: 595 Euro.

Transfer: For the transfer from the airport there is a pick-up service,
which can be organized with Nikos, If the flight times are passed
(under: 0030 26630 51823 or by email: http://nikos-
arillas.com/contact/)

Registration and further information:
Aviram (maaviram@hotmail.com)

Where? Nikos Apartments,  Arillas, 49081 Corfu, Greece
Pricelist Accommodation & Food at Nikos
http://nikos-arillas.com/

2 Bedroom Apartments:
2 bedrooms each with terrace, shared kitchen,
living room and bathroom.
Single occupancy in double room – 385 €/week
Double occupancy in double room – 315 €/week

Maisonettes:
Room with 2 beds, kitchen and bathroom
downstairs, terrace.
Spiral staircase leads to bedroom upstairs.

Double occupancy – 350€/week
Triple occupancy – 315€/week

Prices include delicious Buffet Breakfast and 3
course lunch greek style with lots of home-grown
salads and vegetables.
Please let us know if you are vegetarian.
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“People who are
my heroes who

inspire me, make
me feel awed not

only by
themselves, their

lives, but also
about life in

general.
Nisarg is one of

them.”
Nelly

“Dear Nisarg, what you share has such a value, that it
is actually priceless“

Chandana

“Nisarg has the amazing ability to see and allow
whatsoever is your nature;  The work with her has
changed my life, making it more and more my own

life, not somebody else's.
She is so so so very wise and seeing and loving and

knowledgeable all at once. “
Madhuri Z K Ewing

Intuitive, HD reader, writer, poet, artist,
metaphysical therapist

Nisarg B.Nikiel
certified HD Analyst and Teacher

While studying Theater, Psychology and Education my
curiosity in understanding human energy led me to further
extensive training in various body, breath and energy
oriented therapies. Many of these trainings took place at
the International Osho Meditation Resort in Poona where I
have lived and worked for many years.

My main interest in studying and working with people over
the last 20 some years has always been to support them
and myself in getting in
contact with the beauty and perfection of who we were
born to be.
When in 1999 the Human Design System literally landed on
my doorstep it felt like the missing piece of the puzzle in
my inner and outer work had arrived. It gave me the most
simple, direct and practical key into
understanding myself and others in a way that no other
system, technique or therapy I have previously used was
able to provide. Comparison, jealousy, unworthiness and so
many fears just started fading away quite effortlessly as I
began to relax into who I was born to be.

As a Reflector having had the opportunity to study and be
trained by Ra himself who also was my mentor is some-
thing which I´m deeply grateful for as it helped me to
breath in the real and pure essence of this fascinating
knowledge both theoretically and practically.

I have been transmitting this revolutionary and transform-
ing Knowledge passionately and live around the world
since the year 2002.


